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â€œHow much of this blood is his?â€• â€œMost of it, Iâ€™m afraid,â€• a second woman said as they

both rushed along beside him. As Richard fought to focus his mind on his need to remain

conscious, the breathless voices sounded to him as if they were coming from some great dim

distance. He wasnâ€™t sure who they were. He knew that he knew them, but right then it just

didnâ€™t seem to matter. The crushing pain in the left side of his chest and his need for air had him

at the ragged edge of panic. It was all he could do to try to pull each crucial breath. Even so, he had

a bigger worry. Richard struggled to put voice to his burning concern, but he couldnâ€™t form the

words, couldnâ€™t get out any more than a gasping moan. He clutched the arm of the woman

beside him, desperate to get them to stop, to get them to listen. She misunderstood and instead

urged the men carrying him to hurry, even though they already panted with the effort of bearing him

over the rocky ground in the deep shade among the towering pines. They tried to be as gentle as

possible, but they never dared to slow. Not far off, a rooster crowed in the still air, as if this were an

ordinary morning like any other. Richard observed the storm of activity swirling around him with an

odd sense of detachment. Only the pain seemed real. He remembered hearing it once said that

when you died, no matter how many people were with you, you died alone. That's how he felt now -

alone.
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"Chainfire" is the ninth novel in the "Sword of Truth" series revisiting a prevalent theme in prior

volumes. The preachy writing has brief moments of interest. Other than Richard, Kahlan has been

entirely erased from history, memory, and prophecy as having ever been alive. Below is my

synopsis of the recurring trials of love involving Kahlan and Richard Rahl in the previous

novels.Book 1: Richard taken by Mord-SithBook 2: Richard taken by Sisters of the LightBook 3:

adventuring separately, doubts of loveBook 4: adventuring separately, doubts of loveBook 5:

Richard and Kahlan together for first time, try to save pacifist cultureBook 6: Richard taken by

NicciBook 8: adventuring separately, Richard poisoned by different pacifist cultureThroughout the

novel, Richard behaves as a selfish lovesick bully, rudely demanding answers, constantly thinks life

is meaningless without Kahlan, and contemplates suicide. A young girl begs him to save her

grandfather but Richard refuses because his search for information regarding Kahlan is more

important, making the girl assist him while someone else volunteers to separately help her

grandfather. He is a disturbing hypocrite, preaching about living your life how you wish yet demands

others help. Richard forces them to choose his bidding, indirectly removing free will with the threat

of violence (not really a choice for the child). Richard constantly states the evil Imperial Order must

be eradicated for wanting to destroy free will but obsesses over Kahlan and leaves others to battle

Jagang's forces. He chooses to deny a leadership role, potentially sacrificing the world, for Kahlan.
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